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Introduction 
In [S] MONNA and SPRINGER solved the basis problem for non-arichme- 
dean Banach spaces. They proved in fact that every n.a. Banach space, 
over a spherically complete field K, of countable type has an orthogonal 
Schauder basis. This fundamental property was extended for arbitrary 
complete fields with a non-archimedean valuation, by VAN DER PUT [9]. 
In this paper the basis problem for locally K-convex spaces over a 
spherically complete field is studied. First of all it is proved (Q 1) that 
there exists a locally K-convex space of countable type having no Schauder 
basis. In $ 2 we investigate the structure of locally K-convex spaces 
having an orthogonal basis. It turns out that in a wide class of locally 
K-convex spaces, every Schauder basis is an orthogonal basis. 
There is a close connection between locally K-convex spaces having a 
basis and perfect sequence spaces. This problem is studied in $ 3. 
Finally ($ 4) we give necessary anf sufficient conditions for a locally 
K-convex space with a Schauder basis, to be reflexive. 
The following notions and notations will be used: 
- K is a spherically complete non-archimedean (n.a.) valued field. 
- X will denote (unless stated otherwise) a locally K-convex Hausdorff 
space over K, the topology of which is determined by a family B of n.a 
seminorms. For general properties of locally K-convex spaces we refer 
to [7]. The duality theory for locally K-convex spaces can be found more 
extensively in [lo]. 
X is said to be of countable type if there exists in X a dense subspace 
of countable dimension. 
A sequence (x8) is a Sohauder basis for X if every x E X can be written 
uniquely as x= r-,llxa where the coefficient functionals fj : x4, are 
continuous. 
A sequence (x2 ; fz), x6 E X, fa E X’ is said to be biorthogonal if (xt, fj) = &. 
The linear span of a set {zor[ x& E X, oc E A} is denoted by [zJ. 
The K-convex hull of a set 8 C X is denoted by V(S). 
A sequence space II is a vector space whose elements are sequences 
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of elements of K and with the obvious operations. For every sequence 
space A we define A* as: 
A* = {(/It) 1 lima: Al& = 0, B(ai) E A}. 
If A= A**, then A is said to be perfect. 
Perfect sequence spaces are studied in [2]. We have, as an example: 
If CO={(OL~ 1 limaorr=O} and I”=& 1 3K > 0 Iail< K, Vi}, then CO and 1” 
are n.a. Banaoh spaces under the n.a. norm 
and co* = Z”, (I”)* = co. 
Further, if CO’ denotes the topological dual space of co, we have that 
co’ = I”. 
Q 1. A counter-example for the basis-problem. 
PROPOSITION 1. If X is of countable type, say X=[yrl, then there 
exists a biorthogonal sequence (z~, fg) for X such that X=[2,1. 
PROOF. Same proof as in [5], p. 118. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose X is sequentially complete. Let (za, ft) be a 
biorthogonal sequence for X such that [xt] =X. 
Let Y be the vector subspaoe of X consisting of those elements x E: X 
that can be written as 
x = Z;00_&t = X1(x, f0 x<. 
For every p ~9’ we de&e a n.a seminorm p* on Y by 
Then Y, equipped with the family of n.a semi-norms B*=@*Ip ~9’) 
is Hausdorff and complete. 
PROOF. The Hausdorff property is obvious. 
Let now (z*>y be a Cauohy-net in Y : x”=~~&xp. 
We fix an index i and take E> 0. 
There is a p ~9’ such that p(xt) # 0 and an index YO such that 
p*(x’ - P) = max{ p(2i - ilt’)xc Q E for Y, p > yo. 
Hence the net {ArY}p is a Cauohy-net in the complete field K. We put 
lim, At”=& and prove that the series r=, &xi is convergent in X. 
Let p .~.9 be arbitrary and take E> 0. 
Then there is an index YO such that 
p*(x”-ti)=max~IjZ~~-&~~p(xf)<~ for v, p>vg, 
26 Indagationes 
and passing to the limit on v. 
(1) maxt ]&-IrP]p(xc)<~ for j~>vyg. 
Further, there is an index ic such that ~,(lPJxt) <E for i >is. 
This gives : 
p(h4) < max b((& -U”)xt), p(&‘Oxr)l Q E for i > i0, 
which means that the series ~~,iZrzr is convergent in X. 
Therefore the sum x=r==,&xz is an element of Y and (1) means that 
x=lim,z’ in Y. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose X is sequentially complete. 
Let (za, fa) be a biorthogonal sequence for X such that X= [x1]. 
If the sequence of mappings 
&f : x + x : 2 + (2, f2)X& i = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
is equicontinuous, then the sequence (xi) is a Schauderbasis for X. 
PROOF. Let Y be as in lemma 1. 
It is then sufficient to prove that Y is a closed subspace of X. 
Let {x”} be a net in Y, converging (in X) to an element x. 
Since (Q) is equicontinuous, there exists for every p ~9’ an element 
q ~9 such that p(&&))~q(x) f or all XEX and i=l, 2, 3, . . . . 
In particular, we have that 
~((x” - xP, fr)xc) Q q(x” - x”) for all v, ,U and i = 1, 2, . . . . 
Hence, if r)* is as in lemma 1, 
~*(~~--ti)<~(x~-ti) for all v, p, 
which implies that {x”} is a Cauchy-net in Y. 
By lemma 1, lim,x” = x0 exists in Y. 
But since the topology on Y determined by 9* is obviously finer than 
the topology on Y induced by X we also have that zs=lim#=x in 
X(X is Hausdorff). 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose X is a sequentially complete K-barrelled 
space whose dual space X’ has a 0(X’, X)-Schauderbasis (jr). 
Then X has a Schauderbasis. 
PROOF. Let X,’ stand for X’ with the topology 0(X’, X). 
The linear mappings 
Pa * * X,’ --f K : a=Z;“_,IZrfr --+ An 
being continuous, there exists for every n an element xn E X such that 
p&x) = (xn, a) for all a E X’. 
Since obviously (xn, f*) = 6,~ the sequence (xn, f*) is biorthogonal. 
Further, the series r=,(x, fr) (xf, a) = (s, ~~l(zr, a)fa) is convergent 
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for all a E X’ and all x EX and this implies that the set {(x, ff) z+ = 1,2, . . .> 
is (weakly) bounded in X. 
Therefore the sequence of operators 
&~:x+x:x+(X,f~)X~, i=l,2 )... 
is pointwise bounded and hence equioontinuous by the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem [6]. 
By proposition 2 the sequence (xi) is then a Schauder basis for the 
space [xi]. 
We prove that [zt] = X. 
Suppose x0 E X\[z,]. 
Then there exists (Hahn-Banach theorem) an element b E X’ such that 
($0, b) = 1 and 
(xi, b)=O for i=l, 2, . . . . 
This element b can be written as b =z;oO,l(x~, b)ft and we obtain the 
oontradiction : 
1 =(x0, b) =lim,,,, ~&a, b) (xo, fr) = 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let X” denote the bidual space of the n.a Banach space X. 
If the valuation of K is discrete, then X is 0(X”, X/)-dense in X”. 
PROOF. Same proof as in the classical theory applying the properties 
of F closed sets, exposed in [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a locally K-convex space of countable 
type having no Schauderbasis. 
PROOF. Consider the space (I”)’ =co” and suppose the valuation of K 
is discrete. 
Since co has a (T(CO, 1”)Schauderbasis there is a subspace Y C CO of 
countable dimension whose o(co, Z”)-closure P equals co, Let Y stand 
for the 0((F)‘, I”)-closure of Y in (I”)‘. 
Then Y r> T;i and thus is Y= fr> F1 c”o= (I”)’ by lemma 2. Hence 
(I”)’ is of countable type for the topology ~((1~) I”). 
If now (I”)’ had a o((Z”)‘, Z”)-Schauderbasis, then I” would have a 
Schauderbasls for its norm-topology (prop. 3) and this gives the con- 
tradiction. 
5 2. Orthogonal bases. 
DEFINITION. A basis (x8) of a locally K-convex space X is said to be 
an orthogonal basis if the topology of X can be determined by a family B 
of n.a semi-norms satisfying the condition: 
Every orthogonal basis is a Schauderbasis. 
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Remark that this definition agrees with the definition of an orthogonal 
basis for a n.a. normed linear space, given in [8]. 
PROPOSITION 5. If (x0 is an orthogonal basis for X, then 
i) the sequence (8,) of partial sum operators 
is equicontinuous. 
ii) the sequence (fn) of coefficient functional9 
fn : x=~~,l*xt +-An, n= 1,2, . . . 
is equicontinuous if and only if the sequence (xt) is bounded away from 
zero in X. 
PROOF 
i) If p ~9, then 
$$Sn(x)) = maxt=l...n p(h) 6 maxt p(h) =p(x). 
ii) If (x2) is bounded away from zero in X then there exists p ~9 
such that r)(xi) > 1, Vi. 
This gives for all n and for x=JF&&xt 
If&)1 = lk~l< lhal$+Ga) <mm p(&9%) =24x). 
On the other hand, if (fn) is equicontinuous, then 
3)&: If&)]<1 for n=l,2,... as soon as p(x)gl. 
We now take il E K, lil] > 1 and we consider the elements tit, i = 1,2, . . . of X. 
Then f@q) =L and 
fn(Axf)=O for nzi. 
Hence p(bt)> 1 for all i, or p(xa)> (l/11() for all i which means that the 
sequence (x6) is bounded away from zero. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose (xi) is an orthogonal basis for a complete 
space X. 
A convex subset B of X is bounded and c-compact if and only if there 
exists in X a sequence (ya) converging to zero and such that B is a closed 
subset of the set 
~,kyil& E K, l&l < I}. 
PROOF 
a) Let B CX be K-convex, bounded and c-compact. Every x E B 
can be written as x=z00_,l~xt. We put r( =s~p~~~]l{~] (rt < + oo since 
B,is bounded). We further remark (see [lo]) that there exists a real number 
Q> 1 such that to every integer k: there corresponds an element yk E K 
with l’/k! = @. 
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If T{> 0, there is an integer ni such that 
p-1 Q rg < p. 
We then take yl E K such that l~r] =Q% This gives l~rl= QQ%-1 <era. 
The sequence (Qn) of linear mappings 
Qn : x = ~zlilpxc --f 2,x xn 
is equicontinuous by proposition 5 i) and obviously it is pointwise con- 
vergent to zero. 
Hence (PI) (Q n converges to zero, uniformly on B. I.e. for all p ~9’ is 1 
limg (sup,,, p(@xt)) = lima ra p(xf) = 0. 
But then also limt p(ytxc) = 0 for all p ~9. 
Putting yr=yg xg if ra> 0 
y/a=0 if ri=O 
we obtain the desired inclusion for B. 
b) Let B be a closed, K-convex subset of the set 
{r’&yl]A1 E K, ]A{] G 1) where limz yz= 0 in X. 
The set A = (0, yl, ys, . .., yt, . . .} being compact there exists for every 
zero neighbourhood V,(p ~9’) in X a finite set 6’ C X that A C lJroS( I’, + 8). 
Then certainly A C V,+%‘(S) and also V(A) C V7,+V(S). 
Hence BC V,+C(S). 
But B is obviously bounded and complete (since X is complete) and 
thus it is c-compact ([4]). 
The following theorems show that for a wide class of locally K-convex 
spaces the existence of a Schauder basis implies the existence of an ortho- 
gonal basis. 
PROPOSITION 7. Every Schauder basis (xi) of a K-barrelled space X 
is an orthogonal basis. 
PROOF 
We define on X a new family of n.a. semi-norms 9’“: 
The set P,* = {zlx E X, p*(z) Q l} is obviously K-convex and closed. 
It is also absorbent because, if x E X, x=~~,&x~ there is for every 
p ~9’ an index ip such that p(&) G 1 for i >i,. 
If now 01 G K is chosen in such a way that 
bl>max P,pWt), -.., p(~tP~~J) 
then p(lixg)glar] for all i, or p*(z)< [LY], which means that x ~orV,*. 
Since X is barrelled, the set V,* is a zero-neighbourhood in X and so 
there is an element 4 ~9 such that p*(x) <q(z) for all x E X. 
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But since on the other hand ~(a) <p*(z) for all x E X we have that 
the family of n.a. seminorms 8* is equivalent with the family 9’ on X. 
This result means that (xt) is an orthogonal Schauderbasis for X. 
LEMMA 3. If (za) is a Schauder basis for X with corresponding coeffi- 
cient functionals (/a), then (fr) is a u(X’, X)-Schauder basis for X’. 
PROOF 
If a EX’ we have for all x EX: 
Hence the series ~=,(Q, a) f# is CT(X’, X)-convergent in X’ and obviously 
a=~,(xf, a> ft. 
Further it is easy to see that this representation of a is unique and 
that the coefficient-functionals pa : a --f (xi, a) are continuous. 
Thus (ft) is a CJ(X’, X)-Schauder basis in X’. 
PROPOSITION 8. In a K-barrelled sequentially complete space X every 
weak Schauder basis is an orthogonal basis. 
PROOF. Apply lemma 3 followed by propositions 3 and 7. 
$ 3. Spaces with basis as sequence spaces. 
Let (xi) be a Schauder basis for X with corresponding coefficient 
functionals (ft). 
We now introduce sequence spaoes A and A, defining 
A = ((ore) Ire, 011 xg converges in X> 
A={(l~)l~=, la fa converges in X,‘}, 
where X,’ denotes the space X’ with the u(X’, X) topology. 
Those sequence spaces characterise the space X in the following sense. 
PROPOSITION 9. 
i) There are algebraic isomorphisms 
n r X and A g X’ 
ii) A C A*. 
iii) If X,’ is sequentially complete, then A= A*. 
iv) If X, and X,’ are sequentially complete then A is a perfect sequence 
space. 
PROOF 
i) Immediate consequence of the definitions and lemma 3. 
ii) We have to prove that if (&) E A then limt learr= 0 for all (at) E A. 
So let (CQ) Ed. 
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If a=~“_,ilJ~ then &=(xr, a) for i= 1, 2, . . . . Now, if x==~-+x~x~ then 
(x, a) = <~pm, a> = ~Tpt(xi, a> = ~Tpdr. 
Hence limr olc& = 0. 
iii) Suppose X, ’ is sequentially complete and take (/4) E II*. 
If x E X, then x=~=~LY~x~ with (013) E II and 
(x9 Br fr> = <x pm, Bzft> =W% 
Hence, since limt ol&= 0, we have that lims Bzft= 0 in X,’ and thus 
also that the series Z;“,,,%fr converges in X,’ (X,’ is sequentially complete). 
This result means that (,!&) Ed and applying ii) the statement is proved. 
iv) The dual pairs (X, X’) and (A, A*) correspond isomorphically. 
Therefore since X, is weakly sequentially complete A, is sequentially 
complete as well. 
If then (mt) E n ** then ol=lim, xx,atec where the limit is taken in the 
+I**, A***)-topology. 
But A*** = (I”. 
Hence since xx, atea E LI for all n, the a(ll**, A*) limit lim, &ol(ef 
is still in ~4. 
In the remaining part of this 9 we shall assume that the space X is 
such that X, and X,’ are sequentially complete. 
Under these assumptions the space X can be identified with a perfect 
sequence space A while X’ = A*. 
This isomorphism enables us to formulate the following properties of X, 
all of them being immediate consequences of corresponding properties 
of perfect sequence spaces as studied in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 10. Every weakly convergent sequence in X is convergent. 
Hence every weak Schauder basis of X is a Schauder basis of X. 
PROOF. [2] prop. 18. 
PROPOSITION 11. A subset B of X is c-compact if and only if it is a 
closed subset of a set of the form 
{&ZIBtxtI l/Al =G Ial, I% and (a) E A>. 
PROOF [2] prop. 15. 
PROPOSITION 12. The basis (x1) is an orthogonal basis of X for the 
Mackey topology z(X, X’) and the Mackey topology on X is the only ad- 
missible (X, X’)-topology on X for which (x0 is orthogonal. 
PROOF [2] prop. 16. 
PROPOSITION 13. The sequence (fa) is a Schauder basis for X’ in any 
(X’, X)-admissible topology on X’. 
PROOF. [2] prop. 19. 
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$ 4. Characterizations of re&xivity. 
LEMMA 4 
i) If X is semi-reflexive then X, is sequentially complete. 
ii) If X is R-barrelled then X0’ is sequentially complete. 
iii) If X is reflexive then X, and X,’ are sequentially complete. 
PROOF. The proofs of i) and ii) are similar and iii) is an immediate 
consequence of i) and ii). 
Let us prove i). 
Suppose (yl~) is a Cauchy sequence in X0. 
Then the set A ={yg]i= 1,2, . ..} is bounded. 
The weak closure V(A) of %?(A) is then weakly c-compact since X is 
semi-reflexive. 
Hence V(A) is weakly complete [I] and thus the sequence (yf) converges 
weakly in X. 
PROPOSITION 14. Suppose X is sequentially complete: If X has an 
orthogonal basis (Q) and if X,’ is sequentially complete, then the following 
statements are equivalent : 
i) X is semi-reflexive. 
ii) X, is sequentially complete and the sequence (fr) of coefficient 
functionals is a Schauder basis for the strong dual space XP’ of X. 
iii) X, is sequentially complete and X has no subspace isomorphic 
with the space CO. 
iv) The sequence of operators (Q) when &t is defined by 
&t(X)=(Z, f&b i= 1, 2, a**, 
converges to zero uniformly on every bounded subset of X. 
v) The sequence of partial sum operators (8,): 
&(4=~m1(~, f&r, n= 1, 2, . . . . 
converges to the identity operator I uniformly on every bounded subset 
of x. 
vi) X0 is sequentially complete and the series rZloltxa converges 
in X if and only if the set {oLQJ~]~= 1, 2, . ..} is bounded in X. 
PROOF 
i) =+ ii): X, and X,’ are now sequentially complete. 
The result then follows from proposition 13. 
ii) =+ i): X can now be identified with a perfect sequence space A 
and the proof goes as in [2], prop. 20. 
i) =+ iii): Since a closed linear subspace of a semi-reflexive space is 
semi-reflexive. 
iii) =+ iv) : Suppose there is a bounded set B C X such that (Qn) does 
not converge to zero uniformly on B. 
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Then there is a n.a. semi-norm p ~9, such that 
Bko, 3ki>ko, 3yl E B : yl=&ll~lx~ : p(qxkJ> 1 
and also 
3kZ>ki, 3y” E B : y2 = ,.Z@xi : p(%.& > 1 
(1) i&>&e1, 3y” E B : yn= a?i-&‘xt : $,($,,x&,) > 1. 
We put &=1&X&. 
Let q ~9’ be arbitrary. 
Since B is bounded, there is a positive number K such that 
In particular, we have for all n: 
q(zn) = qG&,J Q q(y”) <K. 
Hence the sequence (2%) is bounded and thus, if (an) is a sequence in 
K such that lim, LYE = 0, the series &enzn converges in X(X is sequentially 
complete). 
We now define a linear mapping f : CO + X by f((an)) = rmlanzn. 
If ~~l~nZn = 0, then or&~= 0 for all n. 
But -&i# 0 for all n (see (I)). 
Hence OLD= 0 for all n and f is injective. 
If q ~9 is arbitrary, then 
Q(f((4)) =P(Iztl &&h)=maxnlhIe &lq(xk,,) 
<maxnlanl. K where K is as above. 
Hence f is continuous. 
In order to prove that f :cg + Im f C C is open we consider the unit ball 
@ of co and we take p as in (1). 
If ((Ye) $42, there is an index n such that Imn/ > 1. 
Therefore, by (1) : 
P(f((h))) =P(Z1 &ah) = maxt+nJ - I&Ip(XkJ > 1. 
Hence f(b)) $ VP which means that f(e) 3 VP n Im f. 
iv) + v): Let B be a bounded subset of X. 
By the assumption there is for every p ~9’ and every E > 0 an index i,-, 
such that 
p((x, fa)xg)<c for Vi>& and Vx E B. 
If then NIL) io we have 
~,((Sn-~)(X))=p(G>.(x, fejxd) 
=maxc,np((x, fr)xc)<E for Vx E B. 
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Hence lim, S, = I uniformly on B. 
v) =+ i) : The assumption on (S,) means that I is a completely con- 
tinuous operator (see [3]). Therefore X is semi-inflexive ([3]). 
vi) 3 i) : Let A C X be closed, bounded and K-convex. 
Then SUP,,~~ <x, fr)j =QQ < + 00. If r( # 0 we choose Q and ya as in 
the proof of proposition 6. 
If rt=O we take yi=O. 
Then, for p ~9 we have 
since A is bounded. 
Hence the set (y~x~]i= 1, 2, . ..> is bounded and by the assumption 
the series &y~x~ converges in X. 
Now A C {&%cl Ii&l Q IpI> and thus is A c-compact (proposition 6) 
and X is semi-reflexive. 
i) =+ vi) : Immediate consequence of prop. 11. 
COROLLARY 1 
Let X be a barrelled space with a Sohauder basis. Then each of the 
statements ii), iii), iv), v), vi) from proposition 14 are equivalent with the 
reflexivity of X. 
COROLLARY 2 
A Banach space of countable type is finite dimensional if and only if 
one of the statements ii) to vi) of proposition 14 is fulfilled. 
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